Abstract. In the first part of this paper we give a new univalence criterion for the regular functions defined in the unit disk U by means of the well known Becker's criterion [!]• Using this criterion, in second part we can find univalence for two integral operators which improve similar results given by Y. J. Kim, E. P. Merkes a'nd J. Pfalzgraff.
Introduction
We note by
A = {/// e H(U)
, /(0) = 0, /'(0) = 1} when U is unit disk.
S = {/// G A and / is univalent}.
An important problem is the preservation of the univalence of functions through integral operator. Therefore we mention in this respect two theorems given by Y. J. Kim, E. P. Merkes and by J. Pfalzgraff respectively which will be improved in this paper. According to the Caratheodory inequality we consider a lemma which is based on Schwaxz's lemma.
LEMMA C (Caratheodory). Let g{z) € H{U), g(0)
Proof. Let
According to Schwarz's lemma we have
Main results
Using this Lemma we can find a new univalence criterion which is based on Becker's criterion but does not contain \z\.
For this reason it is easy to work with. 
